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Problem Description:Problem Description: Reduce the amount of work required by scientistsReduce the amount of work required by scientists

Proposed Solution:Proposed Solution: When possible, exploit the problem setup to simplify image analyWhen possible, exploit the problem setup to simplify image analysissis

Adventures in Automating Ecological Image AnalysisAdventures in Automating Ecological Image Analysis
Brian Fulkerson, Stefano Soatto                Michael Allen, Mike Taggart            Michael Hamilton
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Introduction:Introduction: Automatic processing will be necessary to deal with image sensoAutomatic processing will be necessary to deal with image sensor datar data

Motivation

• Deployment of imaging sensors is increasing

– Images are expensive to save and send for later analysis.

– Manual analysis of images is extremely time consuming.

– Scientists are usually interested in meta-level information about the content 
of the images

• Some phenomena are best observed using images
Imaging sensors offer scientists the ability to get an extremely close and 
detailed view of phenomena which might otherwise be hard or impossible to 
observe.

Projects

• Minirhizotron
UCR has deployed a number of minirhizotron tubes in conjunction with the 
James Reserve. They periodically image these locations, and will eventually 
migrate to a fully automated image collection system (AMARSS).

• Nestbox
The James Reserve maintains a number of bird habitats which have infrared 
cameras to view the birds from above.

Minirhizotron

Exploiting Temporal Differences Detecting Birds
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Nestbox

• Driving Goal: Identify interesting structures

– When the AMARSS system is deployed, it will quickly generate more images 
than can be feasibly processed by hand.

– We wish to direct the attention of the scientist to locations where interesting 
changes are taking place.

• Presence / Absence Detection
Accurate presence / absence information may be used to characterize the 
nesting habits of birds. Unfortunately, these images do pose some problems. 
Lighting is variable, and the appearance of the bird changes.  

• Egg Detection and Counting
Combined with presence / absence information, being able to recognize the 
number of eggs present in an image could allow us to automatically construct 
a graph of when the different stages of the reproductive process begin.

• We know the location / time the image was taken

• Register images:

– Image pairs must be aligned so that the pixels in each image correspond to 
exactly the same physical locations.

– Use a patch based correlation measure to determine the offset.

• Take the difference of two images in time
– As long as pixels are aligned, the absolute magnitude of the difference 

corresponds to how much has changed at that pixel (see below, black = 
changed).

– Look for linear structures, or just accumulate total magnitude of change.

• Change detection is not an appropriate model

– Lighting variability

– A bird moving around in the nestbox should not trigger change

– If the change detection system is wrong, it will accumulate errors

• Construct a parts based model

– Train with a number of images from each class (bird present / bird absent).

– Learn a multi-scale template database to use on future images

– Find the best match for each of the templates in the input image, and 
classify based on the template response vector using an SVM.

– [Mutch-Lowe CVPR 2006]

Below left/right: An example of lighting variability. This is the same location 

during daylight hours. The images were taken 45 minutes apart.

Above left: Two birds, with appearance differences because of pose. 

Above right: Eggs, which may be detected in the future as bright blobs.




